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*IN THE MEDITERRAN EAN

Abraham S. Becker
The Rand Corporation

Santa Monica , California

The Mediterranean as a Unit of Analysis

The trouble with the Mediterranean as a unit of analysis, as the

international relations theorists might put it, is that it is not a

well defined regional subsystem. On the contrary : there are several

distinct areas within the region with sharply different characteristics.

From Gibraltar to the Levant, between the Cote d’Azur and the Nile Delta,

the major problems are as varied as geography , ethnic makeup, political

structure, resource endowment and historical experience can make them.

The region is, of course, defined by its relation to the Mediter-

ranean Sea , but the Sea has served as both link and barrier between its

littorals over the two millennia from the Roman Empire to the end of

Western colonialism. The Sea made the Roman Empire possible, and even

after the barbarian invasions, the Sea continued to play a unifying

role , as Pirenne tells us:

By means of the shipping which was carried on f r om
the coasts of Spain and Gaul to those of Syria and Asia
Minor , the basin of the Mediterranean did not cease, despite
the political subdivisions which it had seen take place, to
consolidate the economic unity wMch it had shaped for cen—
tun es under the imperial commonwealth. Because of this
fact, the economic organization of the wor ld lived on after
the political transformation.’
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The invasion of Islam, which spread through the Eastern

Mediterranean , across North Africa and into Spain with lightning swift-

ness at the end of the 7th and the beginning of the 8th centuries , put

an end to the “Mediterranean commonwealth”: “The Mediterranean had

been a Roman lake; it now became , for the most part , a Moslem lake.

From this time on it separated , instead of uniting, the East and the

West of Europe.”2 Moslem domination of the Sea, consolida ted in the

9th century, established new links between east and west in the basin,

between Spain and the Levant, but it separated and isolated France and

northern Italy from both the eastern Mediterranean and the southern

littoral .

The tide of Islam ebbed slowly over the Middle Ages , and European

control was gradually reestablished over the commerce of the Mediter-

ranean. However, it was not until the 19th century that a single power

reestablished dominance in the region; even then, France challenged

British supremacy at either end of the Sea. Colonialism and imperialism

strengthened the links between western Europe, the Middle East, and the

Orient, especially after the completion of the Suez Canal. Not as often

noticed is that this force began to bridge the European and North African

coasts, for the first time since the Moslem conquests.

It ma9 be hazarded that Soviet—American competition in the Mediter—

ranean has had a similar effect. The Anglo—American containment effort

in the 1950s attempted to tie the Middle East into the anti—Soviet

Atlantic—European alliance, while the United States aimed at a comple—

mentary objective in acquiring its North African bases. In a vigorous

counteroffensive, the USSR pursued a policy initially of strategic denial,
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then phased into a search for strategic access that extended to the

shores of the Atlantic. As British and French imperialism receded and

disappeared , Soviet—American competition helped prevent the southern

and eastern crescents of the Mediterranean from returning to confinement

with local concerns. It was in reaction to this intrusion of overarching

global conflict as well as to the expiring remnants of Western imperi-

alism that North Africa and the Middle East became a spearhead of third

world politics. The Mediterranean is not yet a single region, but it

seems on the way to greater homogeneity of character and concern. Evi-

dently, development and “modernization” largely drive that process, but

the Soviet—American competition has also played a role.

This examination of the superpower competition in the Mediterranean

begins with an historical overview before examining several major facets

in closer detail. The final section returns to a broader perspective

and the longer run prospects.
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Change and Continuity in Russian and American Involvement in the

Mediterranean

As Western Europe ’s back door but simultaneously the highway to the

East, the Mediterranean Sea was of critical importance to the European

powers. It was, however, of little concern to the United States , despite

an occasional brush with Barbary pirates, until the middle of the 20th

century. Even during the Second World War, Britain played the leading

role in the Mediterranean theater , certainly in the eastern half. The

increasing U.S. concern with the Mediterranean after the war formed part

of its rapidly developing global involvement in an effort to contain

what was perceived to be expanding Soviet power. Thus, the United States

appeared as the heir of Britain in its 19th century role of barrier to

the “Russian peril” in the eastern Mediterranean and Middle East.

The involvement of Russia in the region has a much longer and more

complex history which stretches back at least to the Russian attack on

Constantinople in 907. From the middle of the 18th century , the set of

issues focusing on the Balkans and the Turkish straits, which came to

be called the “Eastern Question,” assumed increasing importance in the

Empire’s external outlook~ Contemporary Soviet policy has often been
~1

viewed as simple continuity of Tsarist involvement with the Eastern

Question. In both eras, it is said, the essential goal was expansion

of Russian power, sanctified by a driving ideological commitment,3 while

the client’s nationalist sentiment was skillfully manipulated. The

renewal of western conflict with Russian expansionism in the Middle East

in 1946—1947 came about in virtually the same arenas——Persia and Turkey——

as those in which the conflict had left off two world wars before.

U
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Others have stressed the shortcomings of this analogy. The Eastern

Question in the 19th century focused on the area of the Balkans and the

Turkish straits and fed on the decay of the Ottoman empire . Soviet

post-World War II involvement has in considerable measure been concerned

with new issues-—after Stalin ’s death the issue of rights to passage

through the Turkish straits virtually disappeared from the front pages

of the world press——other areas and other nations. The so—called “drive

for warm water ports” that allegedly motivated Tsarist expansion to the

southwest was probably far less significant than the internal conflicts

of the Russian state , where conservative forces looked to militant pan-

Slavism as a remedy for domestic disorder.4 Whatever one’s judgment

about the weight of ideology in contemporary Soviet foreign policy, it

strains a sense of history to insist on bracketing Marxism—Leninism in

the service of Politburo objectives in the Arab world with the Christian—

nationalist—pan—Slavist impulse so salient in the politics of the

Eastern Question.

An important link between Tsarist and Soviet involvement , particu-

larly at the eastern end of the Mediterranean region , is simply geog-

raphy . Whoever ruled giant Russia could not help being concerned with

events in the neighboring region——a theme that has more than once been

voiced officially from Moscow in recent years.5 That such concern has

been manifested in a varying degree of intervention in regional

affairs is connected with a second important element of continuity

between 19th century and contemporary Russian policy—-the weaknesses

of and conflicts among the states in the region. Repeated intervention

by the great powers, espec ially in the Middle East , r e f l ec ts the d if f icul ty

t
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of establishing a stable order in the various subregions. By their

mutual embroilment , the powers have probably contributed to the continued

instability of the region , but the imbalances of power among local

antagonists was the context within which they have found scope and

perceived a rationale for their intervention .

The history of Soviet—American interaction in the Mediterranean

since the end of World War II may be conveniently marked off in three

periods roughly corresponding to the three decades of that interval.
6

In the first, Soviet policy was totally dominated by a Stalin emerging

triumphant and unchallenged from the war. Initially , Moscow seemed

confident of being able to convert its new global eminence into hard

imperial coin . “The USSR ,” Molotov trumpeted in early 1946, “is now one

of the mightiest countries in the world. One cannot now decide any

serious problems of international relations without the USSR or without

listening to the voice of our fatherland .”7 And , of course, “Comrade

Stalin ’s participat ion is considered the best guarantee of the solution

of the most intricate international problems.”8 The USSR did play a

significant role in the Palestine debate in the United Nations, and by

prompt recognition and indirect military aid contributed to the establish-

ment of the State of Israel. However, Soviet efforts to acquire trustee—

ships over the former Italian colonies of Eritrea and the Dodecanese

islands were rebuffed by the western allies. With major backing from

the United States, Iran and Turkey successfully withstood Moscow’s

attempts to intimidate them into granting oil concessions and altering the

regime of the Turkish straits. In the Greek civil war the conmtunists

were beaten; Tito resisted Stalin’s pressure and became a founding

father of “non—alignment.” The surprising Soviet support for the

nascent State of Israel in 1947—49 was presumably motivated by a desire 
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to weaken the British position in the Middle East , but American presence

came to supplant the British (and in North Africa, the French). The

Kremlin was reduced to sniping from the sidelines at western control of

arms transfers to the Middle East (the 1950 Tripartite Declaration) and

the early efforts to draw the region into the containment ring around

the USSR (the Middle East Defense Organization).

A combination of major changes in the Soviet Union and in the

regional environment——above all, the death of Stalin and the gradual

Soviet a-wakening to potentialities in the Arab world , along with the

coming to power of radical nationalist forces in Egypt, Syria and then

Iraq——brought about a dramatic change in Soviet involvement during the

succeeding decade. The watershed was the arms deal with Nasser in 1955,

effectively nullifying the Tripartite Declaration; thereafter arms supply

served as the single most important instrument of Soviet penetration in

the region. In 1954—55 the aid of the new national Arab leadership in

Egypt and Syria enabled the Soviet Union to vault over the barrier that

was being erected by Britain and the United States in the “northern

tier” of Middle East states. ~uring the next decade, the USSR became

heavily involved in intraregional conflicts between “conservative” and

“progressive” states, as Moscow sought to weaken still further western,

increasingly American, influence and presence. For its part, Washington

veered from a dominant concern with communist subversion of the Middle

East (1955—1958) to an effort to encourage domestic economic and social

develop nt. It was hoped thereby to channel nationalist energies that

might otherwise spill over into the various regional conflicts which

threatened to endanger important American interests in the region or

even embroil the United States in military confrontation with the USSR.
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While the Arab—Israeli  conf l ic t  remained a major factor  in regional

politics in the second period , intra—Arab controversies were perhaps

equally important in shaping the involvement of the superpowers. However,

the Six Day War in 1967 partially submerged the intra-Arab struggle as

the Arab—Israeli conflict came to dominate the Middle Eastern arena and

sharply altered the context of Soviet—American interaction .9 Embarrassed

by the overwhelming defeat of its clients , implored to secure the resto-

ration of their captured territories as well as their military powers ,

Moscow sharply deepened and broadened its involvement in the region , which

reached a peak in the extraordinary bui ldup  of Soviet mi l i tary  presence

in Egypt in 1970. At the same time , however, the Kremlin sought to

limit its military commitment for fear of confrontation with the United

States. Washington fac~ed a parallel dilemma : it became the dominant

supplier of Israel’s major military equipment but attempted to distinguish ,

as Kissinger put it , between defending Israel and defending Israel ’s

1967 conquests without inducing destabilizing expectations in the

Arab—Soviet camp. With both Washington’s and Moscow’s policies itano—

bilized by the tensions between incompatible objectives, in the context

of deeply rooted regional conflict and sharply limited superpower con-

trol over client behavior, full—scale war was renewed in October 1973.

That event also accelerated the reversal of Soviet fortunes in the Arab

world. The oil price revolution that culminated as an attachment to

the Arab embargo in 1973 created a new Middle Eastern “correlation of

forces,” in the familiar Soviet jargon. As a consequence of these

developments, the USSR found itself, temporarily at least , a bystander

to an American—led , Egyptian and Saudi—supported effort to stabilize

and possibly resolve the Arab—Israeli conflict.
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As suggested , the Medtt ~’rranean region is only graduall y being

knit together after a m i l l en n i u m  of separate and unequal development.

It is not surprising , therefore that historically the great powers’

interests in the Mediterranean subregions have varied and the forms of

their involvement have differed. The complexity of the patterns of

Soviet—American interaction around the rim of the Mediterranean may

be suggested by envisaging a three—dimensional matrix of subregions

or theaters , issues and instruments of involvement , with the following

major elements:

THEATERS ISSUES INSTRU MENTS

Middle East Intraregional Economic aid
conflict

Maghreb Oil Arms transfers

Aegean—Adriatic Internal struc— Great—power military
ture presence and intervention

Iberia , France , Italy Extra—regional Domestic political
connections intervention

Clearly, the salien t issues differ by theater and in particular

periods. They are not the same in the Middle East as they are in Iberia

and France; they are not the same In the last as in the first post—wa r

decade. Again , the theaters vary in the strength and importance of the
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Sovie t  —Amer ic.,n in t e r a c t  ion as well as in  t h e  pa r t  icular mix ot in s t  ru—

ments tha t  are employ ed . The I .  S. —USSR compef t it ion on the  n o r t h  shore

of t he Sea is part  of the  c e n t r a l  east—west  s t r u gg l e  whose dominant

f e a t u re is the ex is tence  of r i v a l  m i l i t a r y  . i l li ances . On the  south

and east sho res , the  con tex t  of the compet i t ion  is t h i r d — ~~ r ld  p o l i t i c s .

Although the west a tt emp t ~ d to d raw the southern and eas te rn  l i t  t or~~~ -

into the east—west conflict , the effor t was unsuccessful. Thtrd—~~ r l d

po l i t i c s  favors  a no r th—sou th  ra ther  than ea s t—wes t  dichotomy and this

increasingly shapes the Soviet—American compet i t ion .

Obv iously,  the  basis tor  Soviet—American r i v a l r y  in any of the

theaters  is the pr esence’ of t he o t h e r  superpower .  The U n i t e d  S ta tes

an d the USS R have been engaged in e’t  f o r t s  to deny each other  dominant

posit ion or i n f l uenc e throughout  the area , but t h i s  is n e i t h e r  an

a n a l y t i c a l l y  u s e f u l  focus  nor unique  to the reg ion.  I l i f t e r e n t  com-

bi na t ions  of the l isted t heaters , issues , and i n st ru me n ts  cou ld he

used as fulcrums for  discussion . In view of the  d i v e r s i ty  of the

region and the r e l a t i v e  weakness of Soviet pre sence on the northern

l i t t o r a l of the  Sea , the paper w i l l , w i t h  one exception . concentra te

on the Soviet— American compet i t ion  in the sou the rn—e aste rn  crescent .

The ex cept ion con side r ed in t he f i r st subsec t i on f o l l ow i ng is the

s t ra teg ic  role of the Soviet and American naval forces in the

Mediterranean , perhaps the  s ingle’ f ac to r  tha t  gives a degree of u n i t y

to the in te rac t ion  of the superpowers in the whole region . Two in s t ru -

ments of the Sovie t—Amer i can  compe t i t i on——arm s t r a n s fer s  and economic
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aid-—have been particularly important in this region. They are dealt

with  in the othe r two subsections in the somewha t broader context s of

the e f f e c t  on int i~a reg ional conf ’  let and e f f o r t s  to contro l reg ional

developments.

The s t r a t egic f ac to r

In no other area beyond European territory proper has the strategic

mil it ary balance be tween the Uni ted Sta tes and the USSR been a fac tor

in international affairs as it has been in the Mediterranean . American

military power has been deployed elsewhere around the rim of the Soviet

Eurasian expanse , but its strateg ic si gnif ican ce , in the sense of capa-

bili ty of s riking at targets in the USSR , has been small (Vietnam) or

it has not been a major issue of regional politics , as has been the

case with the ballistic missile submarines deployed in the Pacific and

Indian Ocean. In contrast , the nuclear power of the Sixth Fleet has

figured intermittently in the SALT talks and has been one of the reasons

Moscow has sought ai r and nava l base p r ivileges among its Mediterranean

cl ients .  The Mediterranean is not only the back doo r to Western Europe :

as Moscow so frequent ly reminds us, the Mediterranean leads to the USSR’s

back door , the Black Sea.

The post—war Mediterranean involvement of the United States may

be said to begin with the port call of the battleship Missouri at

Istanbul in April 1946 as a gesture of support against Soviet pressure.

The retention of an American nava l force in the Mediterranean after

the war , formalized later as the Sixth Fleet , was in i t ia l ly  directed

to counter specific Soviet threat s in the eastern Mediterranean and
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the Middle East. Gradually , the Sixth Fleet became part of a global

system, developed to contain the perceived Soviet expansion within its

immediate postwar frame, and with explicit objectives of deterring

attack on both western Europe and the United States itself. In the

l950s the deterrent functions were entrusted first to medium bombers

based in North Africa and southern Europe but then to nuclear—armed ,

carrier—borne aviation , as the vulnerability of the U.S. forward

bomber bases to Soviet IRBMs became recognized)0 In the early and

mid—sixties, a new and powerful threat was added with the deployment

of Polaris ballistic—missile submarines.

With the exception of one brief excursion into a more ambitious

construction program ,aborted by the World War , the Soviet navy had

always been viewed as an extension of the Red Army . Even at the end

of the war, Moscow’s naval response to the perception of western naval

power was a stepped—up submarine construction program . Khrushchev ’s

conception of defense priorities had also appeared to downgrade the

role of the navy ’s capital—ship , surface fleet. It was not until

1964 that a sizable Soviet naval force appeared in the Mediterranean ,

to be built up in succeeding years into a powerful counter to the

Sixth Fleet.

After the Six—Day War in 1967, the Mediterranean became the venue

of the most extensive deployment of Soviet naval power outside the

direct territorial waters of the USSR. In this development , there are

two factors whose causal role is not easy to separate. The Soviet

naval buildup in the Mediterranean responded to the American deployment

~
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of sea—borne nuclear strategic delivery power and to the disastrous

defeat of the USSR’s major clients in the Middle East. At the same

time, It has been argued , the spillover of growing Soviet mi1itary

power into an area that is close to the southern frontiers of the USSR

was virtually inevitable. Whatever the relative importance of these

two factors, the strategic deterrent role of U.S. naval power in the

Mediterranean has been losing its significance. This is less the

consequence of the Soviet naval buildup in the Sea than of develop-

ments in military technology . Carrier—based air power is swamped by

the significance of ICBMs and SLBM8 ; the range of the SLBM, in turn,

is being sharply extended by the development of Triden t , so tha t the

necessity for closeup patrolling is being removed.

However, the Sixth Fleet also has another and probably more

important role——the protection of the back route to NATO. This is

an issue principally of logistic support and thus emphasizes the Sixth

Fleet’s function of sea control. Here two different kinds of threats

may be seen, apart from the sheer power of the Soviet fleet. The first

is control of the North African coast. The Soviet Union probably would

have found it useful if it could have developed a threat to the NAT O

sea lanes from the south , but there is no sign of Soviet basing on the

North African littoral nor, indeed , of any serious Soviet effort to

develop a proxy , indigenous capability there , even in Algeria . This

is probably a consequence of conflict with other constraints which ,

for example , limit the types and numbers of the aircraft that the Soviet

Union supplies to these countries . Also, and more importantly , it is

J
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a result of the increasing complexity of regional politics which makes

the granting of bases more and more questionable.

The second kind of threat is Euroconmiunism on the northern littoral.

If communist parties come to power in Spain, France, and Italy, that

would not only make sea control tricky for NATO, it would also obviate

the logistical requirement altogether. So far, the threat seems not

to be taken too seriously, in view of the evident disharmony between

Moscow and the Euroconununists. Moreover, the Italian Communist Party

continues to assure Europe that it will, if it succeeds alone to power,

maintain Italy’s NATO membership. However, the role of Italy as a major

pillar of the U.S. Mediterranean presence surely is somewhat more obscure

as a consequence of the increasing influence of the pci)1

Contemporary evaluations of the Soviet and American naval forces

in the Mediterranean emphasize still another role, projection of power

ashore In non—NATO or Pact countries. With the growing capabilities

of the Soviet Mediterranean fleet, on a background of formalized parity

in superpower strategic nuclear power, it has been suggested that the

respective fleets neutralize each other: there can be no more repeti-

tions for either side of an episode like the 1958 U.S. marine landing

in Lebanon. The reasons why this is an oversimplified generalization

have been examined elsewhere)2 Suffice it to note here that projection

of power ashore is more circumscribed now than in the past, but this is

less a function of Soviet or American power globally or on the scene

than of the increasing independence of regional actors.

t
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Arms transfers

A discussion of arms transfers to the Mediterranean area must

distinguish between those to the northern littoral and those to southern

and eastern shores. On the European side (including Turkey) the source

was almost exclusively western and related primarily to defense against

the Warsaw Pact countries——although Greece and Turkey each looked to

NATO arms to counter threats from each other . In the eastern and

southern portions of the Mediterranean regional conflicts were much

more important than the east—west struggle , and the USSR played a

major role as supplier.

Bernard Lewis has said that “in the Middle East as elsewhere,

it is not small power quarrels which inflame great power conflict but

rather the reverse.”13 While there have been a few Middle Eastern

crises in which the superpowers moved closer to the brink of conflict ,

the crises were quickly overcome and the relationships between Moscow

and Washington were not visibly exacerbated . In contrast , the effect

of the involvement of the great powers (including Britain and France)

in the region has surely been to help perpetuate and complicate a

number of the regional controversies, particularly the Arab—Israeli

conflict. The chief factor in this process was arms transfers.

Soviet arms in the Middle East were a novelty of the USSR ’s policy ,

but the United States has not been backward in the export of arms to

the third world. It led the USSR in this department in the l950s and

again in the 1970s. In the two decades since 1955, the United States

delivered some $13 billion in arms and equipment to North Africa and
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the Middle East , a figure that approximates Soviet arms exports to all

developing countries. Between them, the United States and the USSR

accounted for slightly under four—fifths of total world arms trans-

fers in the period 1966—1975 and slightly over four—fifths of those

to the Middle East)4 However, the role of arms transfers in the

policies of the two powers differed substantially.

An arms agreement opened the way for the development of Moscow’s

de facto alliances with militant Arab states in North Africa and the

Middle East, and arms transfers, on terms of varying liberality,

became the linchpin of Soviet policy in the region for two decades

thereafter. Provided to the more militant forces, Soviet arms

transfers were a means to subvert conservative regimes and to exact

pressure against American presence while minimizing the risk of direct

military confrontation. As the USSR became the armorer of radical

revisionist forces, the United States responded in kind with support

for conservative governments. Long reluctant to become a supplier

• to participants in the Arab—Israel conflict, Washington became the

mainstay of Israeli military power only after the June 1967 war.

While arms transfers were a form of proxy intervention by the

great powers, they were also associated with more direct forms of

intervention: in some cases interventions by one power may be traced

to the heightened military potential of one or more regional antago-

nists brought about by another power (Britain in Kuwait, 1961, or the

USSR in Egypt , 1970); in others the interventions resulted in

additional arms distribution (the aftermath of the 1967 war))5
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The 1955 “Czech”—Egyptian agreement opened the Pandora’s box of arms

proliferation in the region, inserted the global Soviet—American strug—

gle into a series of regional conflicts, most especially the Arab—

Israeli ,16 and thereby helped maintain or even intensify the virulence

of these conflicts.

Arms control between the superpowers has been a central focus

of their global relationship with respect to strategic weapons, but

it has not been a tool of international control in dealing with

third area conflicts since the breach of the 1950 Tripartite Agreement

that took place with the “Czech”-Egyptian arms deal in 1955. At

various times the United States has revived the question of some

• form of bilateral control over the dispatch of arms to troubled areas,

but arms transfers have so evidently been a major reliance of the

Soviet Union in establishing its influence with developing countries

that such efforts had little chance of success. It might be added

that there have not appeared to be bright prospects of agreement

between the United States and its NATO allies on control of arms

transfers to third areas.

In acceding to the arms requests of various regional actors, the

United States and the USSR pursued several objectives, but among them

was the strengthening of their influence on the policy and behavior

of the recipients. It would be difficult to explain the persistence

and growing volume of arms transfers by this motivation alone, for the

powers have been more often disappointed than gratified in their

expectations. With the increasing assertiveness of third—world 
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countr ies , the influence procured by arms transfer has often been

superficial or transient. The problem of control over client policy

and action has become central to the patron—client relationship and

is considered further in the final section of this paper.

Development and economic aid

Three major impulses have driven U.S. involvement in North Africa

and the Middle East. Two are familiar and accepted——protection of

access to oil and containment of the USSR . The third is moral—

ideological and has generated much discord . It has been assoc ia ted

mainly with the Arab—Israeli conflict , but intermittently it has

focused on the issues of development in the region. With Moscow’s

added coloration of colonialism or neocolonialism , these have often

been acute foci of controversy in post—var international politics.

Immediately af ter the war , the Soviet Union attempted to par-

ticipate in the liquidation of the Italian colonial empire. Seeking

to accelerate the dissolution of the British empire, Moscow played a

surprising but potent role in the struggle for Palestine, as it was

later to do for similar objectives but with altered tactics in the

Egyptian—British and Maghreb—French conflicts. Perhaps no other

enterprise in the third world so symbolized the yearning for economic

and social progress as the Aswan Dam, and few other development enter-

prises were so closely linked to the competition between the great

powers. Thus, economic aid and sympathetic association with development

plans were important elements of the policy of both Moscow and

Wa8hington . 

-- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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In the initial fears of Soviet penetration into the third world

during the mid— and late—1950s, Washington instinctively moved to

develop or shore up anti—communist military alliances. On the other

hand , the Kennedy Administration made an effort to come to terms with

what it saw as the more important issue of American relations in the

third world——understanding and aiding the ongoing social and

economic transformations. In this new climate , economic development

was viewed almost as a panacea for third world instabilities , saving

these societies from frustration and despair that were seen as the

primary inducements to aggression against neighbors. Development

was considered the key to the creation of a middle class; the latter,

in turn , was seen as the prerequisite for representative government

and hence greater responsibility in world affairs. The relative

curtailment of American economic aid to developing countries has

many causes, but one important factor was the inevitable disappointment

with this simplistic view of third world prospects.

On the Soviet side, there were also several “agonizing reappraisals”

attempting to fit obdurate third world realities into a Marxlan frame-

work. Thus, in the mid—l960s the theory of “revolutionary democracy”

followed that of “national democracy” as a tool to demonstrate that

Soviet policy , highlighted by military and economic aid, was not ad hoc

and opportunist (a Chinese criticism) but led to new socialist recruits.

The failure of “revolutionary democrats” to become reliable instruments

of Soviet policy is the primary reason for the evident eclecticism and

caution in Soviet analysis of third world development as well as of

Moscow’s economic aid policies.

- I
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— Reflections on the Competition

As noted , the Mediterranean is not a homogeneous area with respect

to either its internal characteristics or the forms of Soviet—American

competitthn. Moreover, over the post—world war period significant

changes have taken place in the self—perceptions and external orienta-

tions of the nations along the shores of the Sea, thereby altering

the context and affecting the dynamics of the superpower competition .

In retrospect and prospect , in this fourth decade since the end of

Worl d Wa r II , what go~ierns the interactions of the United States and

the USSR in the region? What are the central factors that constrain

— 
or encourage their operation? What are the likely prospects for persis-

tence and change in their relationship?

Rules of the game

Since the USSR has had a much fainter imprint on the European

side of the Sea, and for additional reasons that will shortly become

clear, the thrust of this discussion relates to the North African—Middle

Eastern crescents of the Mediterranean . In that area and over more than

thirty years of mutual involvement , the United States and the USSR have

more than once come close to the brink of open conf lict. However , these

have been exceptional incidents and the rule has been forms of wha t might

be called “accomaodating r ivalry .” Yet the mechanism of accosmzodation

hardly semas automa tic while the rivalry seems intrinsic . Thus, the game

is not to be taken lightly .

The f irst rule of the game of Soviet—American competition is avoidance

of superpower military confrontation. Fundamen tal to the successful opera—

tion of this rule is that third world concerns are not central to either 
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the rivalry or coexistence of the superpowers. It has long been

an axiom of Soviet involvement in areas outside of the homeland not

to allow the main event to be obscured by the side show. Khrushchev

resisted Chinese insistence on the centrality of the third world as

the main axis and arena of international class struggle, as opposed

to the confl ict  between the socialist camp and the capitalist world

directly. So too , in defending its hesitation to become directly

involved in the Arab—Israeli conflict against Egyptian charges of

betrayal , the Brezhnev regime emphasized the historical importance

r of keeping one ’s eye on the main struggle with the capitalist wor ld. 17

Avoidance of military confrontation is one thing ; cessation

of e f fo r t s  to limit the other ’s influence and enhance one ’s own——

indeed , if possible , to eliminate the rival ’s regional presence——is

quite another. However , a critical requirement for avoiding confron-

tation is mutual recognition of the existence of “vital” interests

and the right to protect them. This appears to be the most appro-

priate explanation for the behavior of both sides in a variety of

Middle Eastern crises, the most clearly illustrative of which took

place in the year 1970. During the f irst  half of the year the

Soviet Union was allowed to build up a force of Soviet troops in

Egypt reaching 15,000 or 20 ,000, an unprecedented departure from

previous norms of international relations . In the second half of

the year , the Soviet Union watched carefully but from the sidelines

as the United States helped orchestrate the defeat of a Syrian—backed

18Palestinian coup against Hussein in Jordan.

The most effective way of avoiding superpower confrontation is

for both to avoid unilateral and direct intervention in client confl ict ,

a fact  of competitive coexistence both recognize. Hence , the threat 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - J
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of direct  in tervent ion  by ei ther  side becomes a signal of the onset

of crisis . At the same time , neither side wishes to permi t the deci-

sive defeat of a major client , which could significantl y affect the

regional position of the patron. The corollary is , therefore , that

wars between major clients cannot be allowed to proceed to the point

of decisiveness. It is not the duration of such local war that  is

important to maintenance of superpower peace but the probabi l i ty  of

a decisive outcome .

There is nothing in the rules of the game that  directly prohibits

an at temp t by either superpower to “expel” the other from the region .

But since the means to achieving that  goal may risk military confronta—

tion , both powers in ef fec t  have relegated achievement of the objective

to a more distant fu ture . Both recognize that to ta l  expulsion of the

other antagonist from the region is impossible , although erosion of his

position in particular areas may be achieved . Thus , limitation of means

has led to defacto limitations of goals.

What is the role of d~ tente in all this? We have learned not to

take too seriousl y the notion of detente as mutual trust and good

neighborliness. We have learned that detente may be viewed in Moscow

as consistent with the encouragement of economic warfare (during and

a f t e r  the 1973 war) , with intervention by Soviet—backed it’r~~’s in areas

remote from the homeland (Angola) , as well with the by—now classical

pattern of Soviet provision of arms to warring factions in an unstable

area (the Horn of Africa) . The two—track Egyptian—Soviet strategy for

recovery of the lost territories af ter  the 1967 War , mili tary plus

international political pressure, was pre—det~nte, but intensified

Soviet support for the Palestinians and Moscow’s proxy interventions
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in Africa are detente—era policy. To some extent , detente has

resulted in the development of more accessible channels of conununi—

cation that have eased the task of crisis management in third areas.

Even so , however , the potentially explosive crisis of October 24—25,

1973, was dealt with in large part by cold war methods .

Detente in third areas appears to represent nothing more than

a recognition of the rules of the game of accommodating rivalry——

the existence of major regional interests on each side, respect for

each other ’s power and therefore of the risk of military confrontation ,

and the somewhat more limited means that may be employed in the pursuit

of the competition. It follows , however , that the stabili ty of the

rules of the game is not assured . It depend s on the continuation of

a military standoff between the superpowers, probably on the global

scale as well as locally. Equally important, it depends on continued

perception by each side that the other does have “vital” interests in

the region which he is prepared to defend at considerable cost.

The problem of con trol

The reliability of the leadership of their respective clients

as instruments of superpower policy has been a problem for both Moscow

and Washington at different times. Both have struggled to understand

the forces wi th which they worked , have sought at various times to

achieve control in varying degree over those forces, and have fa iled

more or less resoundingly . The outstanding example, of course, is the

Soviet disaster in Egyp t, where the failure to ach ieve control was

direc tly responsibl. for the Soviet undoing. But there are examples

on the U.S. side as well——the unhappy experience of alliance—building

—

~ 
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in the mid—1950s, the short-lived Eisenhower Doctrine , intended to

provide a post—Suez framework within which the Soviet penetration of

the Arab world could be contained , and the failure of “food for peace”

in Egypt , which Nasser rejected along with the U.S. objections to his

African and Red Sea involvements.

For the USSR, which aimed for more control , the failures to

achieve it were more significant. In this respec t , the post—Stalinist

leadership, for all, its pragmatism and opportunism , had much to learn

from the old man. Djilas recalls a conversation with Stalin . as victory

loomed in Europe in April 1945, in which Stalin said : “This war is not

as in the past; whoever occupies a territory also imposes on it his own

social system. Everyone imposes his own system as far as his army can

reach , it cannot be otherwise.”
19 

Stalin evidently believed that the

only principle of stable international balance was that adopted by

the Diet of Augsburg in 1555——cuju3 e~j f ~~, ej us i~~1-t ~z i~~. He might

well have been contempt uous of h is  fo l lowers  for  ignoring the pr inc I p Ic

that Soviet control could extend only as far as the reach of the Red

Army. Only Molotov among his survivors , who quarreled w i t h  Khrushchev

over ‘ust such an issue in early 1955, understood the problem.2°

Doctrinally committed to reliance only on objective forces , the

Soviets felt obligated to make do with unstable subjective factors .

They disguised their opportunism , even from themselves, with Marxist—

Leninist analysis of the “progressive” role of the “revolutionary”

states. But what bound the “revolutionary” states together , as Sharabi

has noted , was not their social and economic organization but the fact

that “all of them were ultimately based on military control , on

L ,
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personalized leadership, and on the domination of the single party

or ruling group.”2’ Reliance on personalized rule in developing

states——the error of subjectivism——was the major blunder of Soviet

third world policy.

o The competition in the long run

The difficulty of achieving control over the policy of clients

is the other side of the coin of what Gasteyger has called the “diver-

sification of political alignments,” by which he means the “attemp t of

a growing number of countries to reduce their allegiance to one politi-

cal camp and to improve their relations with the other , in the expectation

that such a better ‘balanced ’ position might allow for more freedom of

action. ”22 C o n f r o n t i n g  each other in various third areas , the superpowers

partly neutralize each other and thus provide greater freedom of manuever

for their clients and for the “non—aligned .”

In this increasingly more f l uid environmen t, which has been skillfully

exploited by the third world , the superpowers have often found their

regional hold slipping. For several years a f t e r  the six—day war in 1967 ,

Washington feared it was being pushed out of the Middle East. Since 1972

and especially following the October 1973 war , it is Moscow that has been

searching for instruments to legitimate its role in the Middle East, parti-

cularly with respect to the Arab—Israeli conflict. Hence the Soviet

insistence on reconvening the Geneva Conference (of which the USSR is

co—chairman) and Moscow’s warm embrace of the Palestinians and the PLO. This

may also help explain Soviet maneuverings with Libya and in the Horn of

Africa.

Li ~~-— -~~~~~~~ -
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As long as the superpowers maintain their mutual deterrence in

third areas, perhaps the most impo~ ’ ”nt fact of their interaction will

be their relative powerlessness in controlling regiona l affairs , and the

growing control of the region ’s medium range powers. Wash ington ’s attempts

to reconcile divergent intraregiona t interests and at the same time manage

- - the global competition with the Soviet Union make it difficult to formu-

late long—term U.S. policy objectives . Moscow ’s relative powerlessness is

only barely disguised by Soviet propaganda and obscured by maneuverings in

adjacent areas. At the moment , the United States appears t hold many of

the high cards in the game . According to Sadat , Wahington holds “99 percent

of the cards” in the Arab—Israeli game, but the kaleidoscopic character

of Mediterranean—Middle Eastern events is due not to just national charac—

ter and the temperament of local leaders but in part to the latters ’ efforts

to exploit the superpowers to the regional actors ’ own advantage . This

situation is not likely to change.

The simultaneous involvement of the USSR and the United States in

regions of remaining conflict  has contributed l i t t l e  to the solutions

but has instead become part of the problem . It wtl.l require a realization

that this is in fact the core of the issue before we may see a stabiliza-

tion of the region as well as a development of ~oviet—American coexistence

akin to that which they have achieved in Europe. - -u t cannot be expected

that  Moscow wil l  completely withdraw from the Mediterranean . Geopolitics

is too powerful , especially when reinforced by growing military and

economic power. The United States is not likely to withdraw back on

i tself either. In the long run onl y the conversion of North Afr ica  and

I’
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the Middle East into a b u f f e r  zone between the superpowers ii l ikely

to provide a possibility for solution of the regional confl icts and

the development of a less dangerous and more durable Soviet—American

coexistence in the region. ~ 
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NOTES

*Extension and revision of remarks made on May 18, 1977 at a
seminar of the Washington Center of Foreign Policy Research. The paper
is part of a series on the Mediterranean , and paper writers were given
the following guidance:

The papers should focus on the permanently operating
factors in the situation : cultural , historical ,
structural-economic and perhaps geographic . Where
applicable , due at tent ion should be given to the
underlying ethnic and religious factors that may
shape political conduct. We would not expect that
the paper writers will find scenario writing or
futurology at all useful. Nor should the paper
focus on current events, The main purpose of the
paper is to provide policy makers and senior mili-
tary commanders with a cultural—historical per—
spective to guide their understanding of the

• day—to—day events. In general , we would expect
more a historical than a social—science orien-
tation . The ultimate purpose of the papers is
to help us to put together a manual on Mediterranean
issues as they might concern senior American policy
makers and military commanders. In this manual ,
separate seminar papers wil l  be included in toto.
The necessary drawing of policy implications will
be done in the Introductory survey written by
ourselves. Hence , the papers themselves need
not necessarily focus on issues which are of
more plausible policy significance . We certainly
do not want a concentration on the issues of the
day; rather the focus should be on the underlying
causes of the issues of the day . It is our hope
that the papers and the whole manual will be of
las t ing value .
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